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Convs, the category of symmetric convergence spaces, and Chy, the category of Cauchy 
spaces, are embedded as full subcategories of Katetov’s category, Fil, of filter merotopic spaces. 
Convs and Chy are pleasantly related to their subcategories Conva, PretopR, and Haus, not 
only by sequences of reflectors or coreflectors, but also in that they can be built out of certain 
of these subcategories by taking merotopic subspaces. 
1. Historical remarks and introduction 
I. I. Convergence spaces 
The study of topological spaces as a formal subject goes back to Hausdorff (1914) 
[27] and Kuratowski (1922) [41]. There were, of course, several motivations for the 
introduction and study of general topological spaces and one of the main reasons 
for doing so was to provide a setting for the investigation of convergence. 
However, the concept of convergence in topological spaces is not general enough 
to cover all interesting cases in analysis, probability theory, etc. In particular, the 
following are some examples of ‘non-topological’ convergence: 
(a) The measure theoretic concept of convergence almost everywhere is well 
known to be non-topological. It follows e.g. from: 
(1) The existence of a sequence of measurable functions on [0, l] converging 
in probability to 0 but not converging almost everywhere. 
(2) The fact that every sequence which converges in probability to 0 has a sub- 
sequence converging almost everywhere to 0. 
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(b) On the set of all continuous maps, C(X, Y), Hahn [26] defined continuous 
convergence (cf. [14,18,11]). For finite-dimensional topological vector spaces X, 
continuous convergence is induced by a topology (the compact-open topology), but 
for non-locally compact spaces X - in particular, for infinite-dimensional topo- 
logical vector spaces - it is not induced by any topology (see [32, Satz 16.1.19; 56, 
Theorem 6.5 and Theorem 6.8; 571). Therefore, in this sense, topology is sufficient 
for finite-dimensional analysis but not for infinite-dimensional analysis. 
(c) Another convergence, of more recent vintage, is Mackey convergence, which 
also fails to be induced by a topology (see [25]). 
(d) The convergence of closed sets provides yet another example of non-topologi- 
cal convergence. (See: for sequences of closed sets, [27]; for nets of closed sets, [46]; 
for filters on the class of closed sets, [17].) 
Since topological spaces are inadequate for the investigation of certain interesting 
limit operations, the idea of using the concept of convergence itself as a primitive 
term arises naturally. As a matter of fact, even before Hausdorff’s 1914 work, in 
1906 Frechet [23] took the notion of the limit of a sequence as a primitive term and 
he explored the consequences of a certain set of axioms involving limits. Later, in 
1926, Urysohn [59] considered more appropriate axioms for limits of sequences. 
Even today [47], the study of spaces in which convergence of sequences is the primi- 
tive concept continues. 
But for the study of convergence to reach maturity, the concept of filter was 
needed, which Cartan [16] provided in 1937. 
In 1948, Choquet [17] presented his theory of ‘structures pseudo-topologiques’ 
and ‘structures pre-topologiques’ in which the concept of convergence of a filter is 
axiomatized. 
In 1954, Kowalsky [40] introduced his ‘Limesraume’ which involve also an axio- 
matization of the concept of convergence of a filter, but Kowalsky’s axioms are 
both simpler and less restrictive than those of Choquet. Kowalsky, as an example, 
showed how convergence almost everywhere is precisely the convergence in a certain 
Limesraum. 
In 1959, Fischer [22] took up the study of Limesraume, but apparently without 
knowing about Kowalsky’s paper. In his work, Fischer used category-theoretical 
methods and he took a special interest in applications to analysis. In 1965, Cook 
and Fischer [ 181 pushed Limesraume further into analysis by proving an Ascoli 
theorem for convergence spaces and they showed how Hahn’s continuous conver- 
gence is always given by a convergence structure (i.e. structure of a Limesraum) 
although it is in general not given by a topology. 
In 1964, Kent [37] considered an even more general class of convergence spaces 
by having axioms weaker than those of his predecessors. By this means, he captured 
another example: that of order convergence in a partially ordered set. 
Besides their capability of handling various non-topological kinds of conver- 
gence, the convergence spaces have another advantage over topological spaces in 
that for convergence spaces there exist nice function spaces, i.e. the category of con- 
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vergence spaces is Cartesian closed [20]. In particular, the set C(X, Y) of all 
continuous maps can always be supplied with the structure of continuous conver- 
gence, thus making C(X, Y) itself a convergence space; it is topological (in fact 
carrying the compact-open topology) iff, essentially, X is a locally compact topo- 
logical space. Cartesian closedness is an advantage for homotopy theorists and for 
functional analysts, and this is why functional analysts often prefer to work with 
convergence spaces instead of topological spaces (see [lo, 48,211). 
1.2. Cauchy spaces 
In the theory of convergence, the term ‘Cauchy’ has evolved as a synonym to 
being ‘potentially convergent’. The following quote from Bushaw [ 131 expresses this 
idea perfectly: “A Cauchy filter without a limit can be regarded as a filter that has 
the attributes of a convergent filter, except that there is no point in the space to 
which it converges. By definition, a complete space is one in which this phenomenon 
of the missing limit cannot occur.” Of course, completions serve the purpose of pro- 
viding the missing limit points. Thus we have the following characterization of 
Cauchyness: A filter on a space X is Cauchy iff there is a point in the completion 
X* to which the filter converges. This was proved for uniform spaces by Weil [60]. 
Although the concept of being a Cauchy filter is either trivial or cannot be defined 
for a convergence space, Kowalsky 1401 saw beyond this difficulty. He took 
‘Cauchyness’ of a filter as an additional primitive concept, subject to certain axioms 
related to the convergence structure, and thus was able to obtain the above charac- 
terization of Cauchyness for these spaces as well. Cook and Fischer [ 191 introduced 
uniform convergence spaces as a generalization of uniform spaces. In these spaces 
they defined the concept of a Cauchy filter and obtained also in that setting the 
characterization of Cauchyness. 
The above-mentioned works firmly established Cauchy filters as widely applicable 
tools for constructing and studying completions of various kinds of uniform-like 
spaces. It was only natural that topologists would soon take Cauchyness of a filter 
as a primitive concept, independent of any other structure, and study the resulting 
spaces. But it is not obvious what ought to be the set of axioms for Cauchy filters. 
Keller [36] made the decisive step by finding necessary and sufficient conditions 
on a collection of filters on a set X to be the collection of all Cauchy filters of some 
uniform convergence space with underlying set X. It was in this way that the theory 
of Cauchy spaces had its beginning. 
Finally, there is a bonus which comes from studying Cauchy spaces, instead of 
just topological or convergence spaces. Namely, in Cauchy spaces, as in the more 
restricted uniform spaces, such natural concepts as completeness and uniform con- 
tinuity can be meaningfully and usefully defined, whereas in convergence spaces as 
in topological spaces, these concepts are unavailable. 
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1.3. Merotopic spaces 
Since our interest lies both in convergence spaces and in Cauchy spaces, it is 
natural to look for a convenient category which contains, as pleasantly embedded 
subcategories, each of the following categories: 
(a) Conv, the concrete category of convergence spaces and continuous maps. 
(b) Chy, the concrete category of all Cauchy spaces and Cauchy continuous maps. 
Several attempts to provide a convenient setting for topological and uniform 
spaces have been made. A particularly elegant solution has been proposed by 
KatEtov [34] with his introduction of merotopic spaces. As it turns out, the setting 
of merotopic spaces is of such generality that it provides a solution to our above- 
stated problem, too. To be truthful, we are not being precise here: It is necessary 
to impose a weak separation axiom (see the remarks after Definition 7 below) to 
arrive at the category Convs. KatEtov [35] has shown how Convs is embedded in 
Mer (the category of merotopic spaces) and he has shown very convincingly the 
efficacy of using Mer as a setting for studying convergence. KatEtov used nets to 
describe convergence spaces, but Robertson [52] has translated Katetov’s results 
into the language of filters. 
In this paper, we will show how Chy is embedded in Mer and then, as our primary 
objective, we will establish relationships between Chy and Convs and between 
these latter and certain other interesting (and sometimes well-known) subcategories 
of Mer. We will attempt to show that merotopic spaces provide a very advantageous 
setting for the study of convergence and cauchyness. Part of the advantage comes 
from the richness of the concepts which are available in a merotopic space, i.e. not 
only the micromeric collections brought forward by Katetov or the uniform covers 
(mentioned by Katetov, introduced as quasi-uniformities by Isbell [33], and further 
explicated in [29]), but also a concept of nearness of a collection of subsets [28,29]. 
Having all three of these concepts available is useful, not just for technical reasons, 
but also as a conceptual aid. Recently, merotopic spaces have been the setting for 
a Tech type homology and cohomology theory [2], a general theory of connected- 
nesses [49], a study of the essence of compactness [6], an Ascoli theorem [7], etc. 
2. A coterie of subcategories of Mer 
In this section, we will be defining the subcategories of Mer which appear in the 
following diagram, as well as establishing and explaining the indicated relationships 
between these subcategories. 
Convergence 
Mer 
C 
Fil 
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Chy Conv, 
ConvR 
r 
PretopR 
r 
c = bicoreflective 
r = bireflective 
e = epireflective 
TOPR 
I 
e 
Haus 
We will make free use of the results of Herrlich [29]. He showed how merotopic 
spaces can be given in either one of three natural ways: (1) by means of collections 
which contain arbitrarily small members, i.e. the micromeric collections of KatEtov, 
(2) by means of uniform covers, a generalization of one approach to uniform spaces 
[33], or, (3) by means of collections which are near, a concept intuitively similar to 
the one which is involved in proximity spaces. The nearness approach is most useful 
when considering extensions of a space, e.g. completions. The micromeric approach 
is the one which is most directly applicable to filters and so we concentrate mostly 
on that concept here. 
Definition 1 (Mer). A merotopic space is a set X together with a subset y of P2X 
such that 
(Ml) If d corefines’ B and ~CZ y then 6B E y. 
(M2) VXEX, i~y.~ 
(M3) {@1 EY and 46~. 
(M4) If dUS3’~y, then&e? or BEE. 
The members of y are said to be micromeric. y is called the merotopy of the 
‘dcorefinesB iff VAed, BBE.%?,BCA. 
21=(F~Xlx~F}. 
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merotopic space; explicit mention of the merotopy is often suppressed and we refer 
to X as the merotopic space. A map f: X + Y between merotopic spaces X and Y 
is called uniformly continuous iff whenever J is micromeric in X, then fZ= 
{f[A] 1 A edpe> is micromeric in Y. Mer denotes the concrete category of merotopic 
spaces and uniformly continuous maps. 
Mer is topological category [30], in particular, the merotopies on a set form a 
complete lattice, and Mer has products, subspaces, sums, and quotients. 
It is a consequence of (Ml) that &E y iff stack, ,_sZE y where 
stackx&‘= {ECX 1 ACE for some AEd}. 
We say that d is a stack on X iff &‘=stack,d. Therefore, the structure of a 
merotopic space is determined by the set of merotopic stacks, a fact of which we 
shall make frequent use. 
A concept of convergence, more general than filter convergence, can be defined 
in any merotopic space. In particular, if X is merotopic space, then for a micro- 
merit collection & in X and for x E X, we say d converges to x (and we write ._FZ + x) 
provided .&vi is micromeric. Here we are using the notation 
Of course, it is quite possible for a micromeric collection to converge to more than 
one point, and this can happen even in merotopic spaces in which convergent filters 
have a unique limit. 
Definition 2 (Fil). Let X be a merotopic space and let @ be a filter on X. S is said 
to be a Cauchy filter iff g is micromeric on X. X is called a filter-merotopic space 
(or just a filter space) iff every micromeric stack contains a Cauchy filter. The full 
subcategory of Mer whose objects are all filter spaces will be denoted by Fil. 
Fil is bicoreflective in Mer: If X is a merotopic space, then the Fil coreflection 
of X is the space Y, on the same underlying set, defined by decreeing that a stack 
d is micromeric on Y iff d contains a filter which is Cauchy on X (cf. KatEtov’s 
filter modification). Being a bicoreflective subcategory of Mer, it follows that sums 
and quotients in Fil are constructed the same as in Mer. In fact, Fil is also hereditary 
in Mer. 
Products in Fil have been described by Katetov [34]. These are especially pleasant: 
let (Xi);~l be a family of filter spaces and let n X, be their product in Fil. Then a 
filter 9 on fl Xi is Cauchy on n X, iff for each i E I, the projection of @ on Xi is 
Cauchy on Xi. 
KatEtov proved that Fil is Cartesian closed, and that the corresponding function 
space structure is the one of continuous convergence. 
Fil is isomorphic to the category Grill, defined by Robertson [52,9] in his thesis. 
Robertson studied several ‘convergence type’ categories as subcategories of Grill 
(i.e. equivalently, of Fil) and he established several bireflective or bicoreflective 
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relationships among these categories. We assume familiarity with the work of 
Robertson and we quote his results frequently in the sequel. 
Definition 3 (C). We let C denote the full subcategory of Fil whose objects are 
those filter spaces X which satisfy: If & and 3 are micromeric in X and if for some 
point x E X we have d--+x and ~%7 + x, then & v ~27 is micromeric in X. 
C is bireflective in Fil. We omit a description of this bireflection since it is some- 
what complicated and since the details can be found in [52, p. 551. The category C 
is isomorphic to the subcategory of Grill which Robertson denoted by LG. 
Being a bireflective subcategory of Fil, it follows that products and subspaces in 
C are constructed the same as in Fil. In fact, C is also closed with respect o taking 
sums in Mer, hence also in Fil. 
Proposition 4. C is not Cartesian closed. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that, in C, finite products of quotient maps can fail 
to be a quotient map. For that purpose, let X be [0, 11 with the topological structure 
defined by selecting any two different free ultrafilters Q and %+ on [O, l] and de- 
fining 6% v b to be the neighborhood filter of 0, % v i to be the neighborhood filter 
of 1, and k to be the neighborhood filter of x for x#O and x# 1. Then X is a space 
in C. Let f: X-* [0, 1) be the identification of 0 and 1 and let Y be the filter space 
such that f: X-t Y becomes a quotient map in Fit. Let Z be the C-reflection of Y, 
thusf: X-t Z is a quotient map in C. Let A be IR+ with the merotopic structure de- 
fined by: & is micromeric in A iff either d contains a set of cardinality at most one 
or 8 corefines &‘, where 67 is the filter of finite complements on lR+. Then A is a 
space in C (in fact, A is a Cauchy space: see Definition 5 below). Let X denote the 
product in Fil and let G be the C-reflection of A x Y. Then G x (42 V W) is a Cauchy 
filter on A x Z but not on G. So 1: A x Z + G is not uniformly continuous. On the 
other hand, 1 x f: A xX+ G is uniformly continuous. Therefore 1 x f: A xX+ 
A x Z is not a quotient map in C. 
Definition 5 (Chy). A Cauchy space is a filter space Xwhich satisfies: If & is micro- 
merit and .% is micromeric with @$&A B3, then dV 55’ is micromeric. The full 
subcategory of Fil whose objects are the Cauchy spaces is denoted by Chy. 
The Cauchy spaces are precisely the same as what Katetov [35] called Hausdorff 
filter merotopic spaces. 
Cauchy spaces are usually defined using Cauchy filters only ([51] or [39]) instead 
of the more general micromeric collections. Nevertheless, there is no essential differ- 
ence between these two approaches ince isomorphic categories result. In fact, if X 
is a Cauchy space, as in Definition 5 above, then the set of all Cauchy filters on X 
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is a Cauchy structure in the usual sense; while if we consider the set of all Cauchy 
filters on a usual Cauchy space X, then the set of all collections & which are co- 
refined by some Cauchy filter is a Cauchy structure in our sense. 
It is important to note that a filter space is a Cauchy space iff the relation between 
Cauchy filters defined by 
9 - 9 iff 9~ 9 is a Cauchy filter 
is an equivalence relation. 
Cauchy spaces have been investigated rather thoroughly in recent years. We will 
not attempt a complete history here, but we mention the work of Kent [37], Reed 
[51], FriE and Kent [24], and Lowen-Colebunders [44] in studying completions of 
Cauchy spaces, and the work of Lowen-Colebunders [45] in the study of algebras 
of real-valued Cauchy continuous maps. 
Obviously, Chy is a subcategory of C. 
Proposition 6. Chy is bireflective in Fil (hence also in C). If X is a filter space, then 
the Chy-reflection of X is 1 :X+ Y where Y is the Cauchy space defined by: .xZ is 
micromeric in Y iff there exists a finite sequence $,, . . . ,g,, of Cauchy filters in X 
such that @@S;A@;+~ for all i=l,...,n-1 andsuch that4 
corefines J. 
The construction described in Proposition 6 above is similar to a construction of 
a Cauchy space out of a given family of filters which, in a different context, was 
considered by Kent [38]. 
We remark in passing that there is an alternative way of describing the reflector 
Fil+ Chy. Let X be a filter space. We say that two Cauchy filters .9,9 on X are 
linked provided that for some ultrafilter % on X, QlV.9 and Q V 9 are Cauchy 
filters. A finite set o of Cauchy filters on X is said to be linked provided that for 
each pair $, %Z E o there exists a sequence Ye,, . . . , Sn E w such that Z, = Sr, ti,, = ‘?9, 
and for all i=l,...,n-1, pi andSi+, are linked. Using this terminology, the Chy 
bireflection of X is 1: X + Y where Y is defined by (on the same underlying set as 
X) decreeing that a stack d is micromeric in Y iff for some finite linked set o of 
Cauchy filters on X, we have 
We shall not have any occasion to use this description of the reflector Fil-+ Chy, 
but we include it’s description here because it is interesting for its own sake. 
4 Vi,! Sj={Uie, Fi 1 F;E@, for all iel}. 
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Chy is hereditary in Mer and is productive in Fil. Furthermore, a simple exercise 
shows that Chy is summable in Mer. The fact that Chy is Cartesian closed has been 
proved in [8]. Also in that paper is a description of the quotients in Chy. 
Definition 7 (Cow,). A merotopic space X in C is called a convergence space pro- 
vided it satisfies: for every micromeric collection & in X there exists x E X such that 
d-+x. The full subcategory of Mer whose objects are the convergence spaces is 
denoted by Conv,. 
If Conv denotes the category of convergence spaces in the sense of Fischer [22], 
then Conv, is isomorphic to that full subcategory of Conv whose objects are those 
convergence spaces satisfying the following symmetry axiom: 
X + y implies x and y have the same convergent filters. 
Any merotopic space in C (and hence any space in Conv, as defined in Definition 
7 above) automatically satisfies the above symmetry axiom. 
The category Conv, was studied by Robertson; to be exact, he studied an iso- 
morphic subcategory of Grill which he denoted by Lim [52]. He proved that Conv, 
is Cartesian closed and that Convs is bicoreflective in C. If X is a merotopic space 
in C, then its Conv,-coreflection is 1: Y+X where Y is that convergence space 
defined by: a collection d is micromeric in Y iff & is micromeric in X and for some 
xEX, &+x in X. 
Definition 8 (Conv,). A convergence space X is said to be a reciprocal space pro- 
vided that if x, y E X and if there exists a Cauchy filter S on X such that g+ x and 
S+y in X, then for every Cauchy filter ?J on X we have $J --t x iff 99 +y. Conv, 
denotes the full subcategory of Conv, whose objects are the reciprocal spaces, 
Conv, is isomorphic to the category of convergence spaces in the sense of Fisher 
[22] satisfying axiom P of Keller [36]. The term ‘reciprocal’ was used in [43]. 
Conv, is bireflective in Convs; the reflector Conv, + Conv, is the restriction of 
the reflector C + Chy. Keller [36] showed that Conv, is a subcategory of Chy and 
that Conv, is bicoreflective in Chy; the coreflector Chy --f Conv, is the restriction 
of the coreflector C-+ConvS. As a corollary we have the following: 
Proposition 9. (1) Conv, = Chy fl Convs. 
(2) Conv, is Cartesian closed. 
Definition 10 (Pretop, Pretops, Pretop,). A convergence space X is said to be 
pretopological provided that whenever XEX and (~;)ie, is a family of Cauchy fil- 
ters on X such that g, +x for all i, then 
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Pretops denotes the full subcategory of Convs whose objects are the pretopological 
spaces. Pretop, denotes the full subcategory of Pretops whose objects are the 
reciprocal pretopological spaces. 
Pretop is isomorphic to the category of pretopological spaces, as introduced by 
Choquet [ 171. PretopR, in this paper, will be of more interest to us than will Pretop 
or Pretops since the former is more closely related to Chy than are the latter. 
PretopR is bireflective in COW,. Explicitly, the reflector from ‘convergence 
spaces’ to ‘pretopological spaces’ (without symmetry) as described by Fischer [22] 
or Kent [37] preserves the symmetry axiom; denote its restriction by I,U: Cows + 
Pretops. Let cr be the reflector cr : Convs -+ Conv,. For X in Conv,, let 
X, = owX, X,, , = ~I,uX,, (Y an ordinal, 
x,= A Xp, a a limit ordinal, 
D<a 
where the order relation implied in the above notation is the obvious one. Then there 
exists an ordinal y such that 1 : X-r XY is the Pretop, reflection of X. 
Recall that a concept of nearness for collections of subsets of a merotopic space 
can be defined [29]: If X is a merotopic space, then a collection ~2 of subsets of X 
is said to be near in X provided the collection 
sec&= {BCX 1 BflA#@ for all A E._PJ} 
is micromeric in X. A merotopic space has an underlying closure space with the 
closure operator 
cl,A = {xeX 1 {{x},A} is near in X}. 
The closure operator is generally not idempotent, but it does always satisfy the sym- 
metry axiom of Sanin [53]: 
x E cl, { y> iff y E cl, {x} . 
Definition 11 (Near). A merotopic space X is said to be a nearness space provided 
that whenever {cl, A 1 A E&‘} is near in X, then d is near in X. The full sub- 
category of Mer whose objects are the nearness spaces is denoted by Near. 
The category Near was defined by Herrlich [28]. It is a bireflective subcategory 
of Mer. As we come closer, in our discussion, to topological spaces, it is natural that 
nearness spaces should arise: nearness spaces have a functorially defined underlying 
topological space. The category Near has been used as a powerful tool in the investi- 
gation of several aspects of topological spaces, e.g. extensions of topological spaces 
[3], products in topology [31], a characterization of developable spaces 112,151, 
homology and cohomology [2,50], etc. 
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Definition 12 (Tops). A nearness space X is said to be topological provided that 
n {cl, A 1 A ed} # @ whenever & is near in X (equivalently: if every micromeric 
collection converges to some point of X). The full subcategory of Near whose 
objects are the topological nearness spaces is denoted by Tops. 
Tops is isomorphic to the category of all symmetric topological spaces and con- 
tinuous maps [28]. Tops is bicoreflective in Near [28] and Top, is a subcategory of 
Pretops [52]. 
Definition 13. Top, = Conv, fl Tops. 
Top, is bireflective in Pretop,. Explicitly, let N: Mer + Near and o : Conv, -+ 
Conv, be the reflectors and for X a space in Pretop,, let 
X, = aNX, X, + , = aNX,, a an ordinal, 
x,= A xp, cr a limit ordinal. 
B<a 
Then for some y, 1 :X+ Xy is the Top, reflection of X. 
The following results about Tops, due to Robertson, clarify how Tops is related 
to the categories we are considering here: 
Proposition 14. Tops = Near f7 Convs. 
Proof. This result follows immediately from [52,7.43]. 
Corollary 15. (1) Top, = Near fI Pretops. 
(2) Top, = Near fI Pretop,. 
The category Haus of Hausdorff topological spaces is a subcategory of Top,; in 
fact, Haus is epireflective in Top,. The Haus reflection of a space X in Top, is 
obtained by identifying each pair of points having the same convergent filters. 
Recall that a merotopic space X is said to be T, if it satisfies the condition: 
k+yinX * x=y. 
Letting T, denote the full subcategory of Mer whose objects are the T, merotopic 
spaces, we obtain the following relationship between Haus and Top,: 
Proposition 16. Haus = T, fl Top,. 
All of the subcategories in the diagram at the beginning of this section (except 
Haus) are topological categories. The subcategories of Fil in that diagram all have 
the same products and coproducts as Fil. Subspaces will be discussed in Section 4. 
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3. Separated merotopic spaces 
Definition 17 (Sep). If X is a merotopic space, then a collection d of subsets of X 
is said to be concentrated provided that ~2 is near and & is micromeric. X is said 
to be separated if for every concentrated collection &, {BCX 1 {B} Ud is near} is 
near. Sep denotes the full subcategory of Mer whose objects are the separated 
spaces. 
We remark that every regular nearness space (a fortiori, every uniform space) is 
separated, and a T, topological space is separated iff it is Hausdorff (see [3]). 
Many of the proofs of results in [4] about Sep n Near actually work as well for 
Sep. For example, Sep is productive and hereditary in Mer. Therefore, since every 
indiscrete merotopic space belongs to Sep, Sep is bireflective in Mer. 
In this section, we will show that in the separated case our diagram in the previous 
section reduces to the following: 
Sep 
c 
r 
TOP, 
e 
Haus 
As we shall presently demonstrate, in the context of separated filter spaces, mini- 
mal Cauchy filters arise naturally. By way of introduction, we mention that minimal 
Cauchy filters are well known in uniform space theory and they have been used in 
Cauchy spaces [40,42,44]. In [44], Cauchy spaces with a minimum in each equiva- 
lence class were called ‘pretopological Cauchy spaces’. 
The condition that X be separated has an equivalent formulation in terms of 
Cauchy filters [5, Proposition 3.1 and condition (E)]. 
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Proposition 18. For a merotopic space X, the following are equivalent: 
(1) X is separated. 
(2) Every concentrated stack contains a unique minimal Cauchy filter. 
(3) Every concentrated stack contains a smallest Cauchy filter. 
In filter spaces and Cauchy spaces, we can take these statements one step further: 
Corollary 19. For a filter space X, the following are equivalent: 
(1) X is separated. 
(2) Every Cauchy filter contains a unique minimal Cauchy filter. 
(3) Every Cauchy filter contains a smallest Cauchy filter. 
Corollary 20. For a Cauchy space X, the following are equivalent: 
(1) X is separated. 
(2) Every Cauchy filter contains a minimal Cauchy filter. 
(3) Every Cauchy filter contains a smallest Cauchy filter. 
Proof. In a Cauchy space, every filter contains at most one minimal Cauchy filter. 
Proposition 21. The corefector Mer + Fil preserves the property of being separated. 
Corollary 22. Sep fl Fil is bicoreflective in Sep. 
Proposition 23. Every separated filter space is a Cauchy space. 
Proof. Let g and ZJ be Cauchy filters with @@St/\ $7. Let % be an ultrafilter with 
SA FJ C a. Then .YFC ‘42 and g c 62. Hence % is Cauchy and so, by 19(3), g, YJ, 
and %! each contain a smallest Cauchy filter. It follows that there is a minimal 
Cauchy filter Z-V? with LXC~ and .XC FJ. Therefore, XCLFV $2 and so gv ~2 is 
Cauchy. 
Corollary 24. Sep fl Fil = Sep n C = Sep fl Chy. 
Proposition 25. The coreflector C + Conv, preserves the property of being separ- 
ated. 
Corollary 26. Sep n Convs is bicoreflective in Sep fl C. 
Proposition 27. Sep fl Conv, = Sep rl Conv,. 
Proof. By 9(l), Chy n Conv, = Conv,. Hence, the desired result follows easily 
from Corollary 24. 
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Lemma 28. For a Cauchy space X, the following are equivalent: 
(1) X is separated. 
(2) With respect to the equivalence relation between Cauchy filters on X: 
@ - YJ iff gblv 9 is Cauchy, 
every equivalence class contains a minimal Cauchy filter. 
Proof. It follows easily from (1) @ (2) of Corollary 20. 
Proposition 29. Sep n Conv, = Pretop,. 
Corollary 30. Sep II Tops = Top,. 
4. Subspaces in Mer 
Our objective in this section is to show that certain pairs of the categories con- 
sidered in the above sections are related, not only in one being reflective or coreflec- 
tive in the other, but also in one being built out of the other by the operation of 
taking subspaces. The following notation will be useful in this investigation: If A 
is a full subcategory of Mer, then Sub A will denote that full subcategory of Mer 
whose objects are all merotopic subspaces of spaces in A. 
Proposition 31. Sub Convs = C. 
Proof. ConvsC C and C is hereditary in Mer. Hence, Sub Convs C C. In order to 
show the reverse inclusion, let X be a space in C. Define Y to be the union of X 
with the set of all Cauchy filters S? on X such that for all x E X, HV i is not Cauchy 
in X. Make Y a merotopic space by defining a stack & of subsets of Y to be micro- 
merit iff either $v.~c.AZ for some Cauchy filter ,9 on X and for some XE X with 
g + x or 3% Gi’C d for some Cauchy filter YE’ on X with XE Y-X. Then Y is a 
space in Convs and X is a subspace of Y. 
Proposition 32. Sub Conv, = Chy. 
Proof. Conv,C Chy and Chy is hereditary in Mer. Hence, Sub Conv,CChy. To 
show the reverse inclusion, let X be a Cauchy space. For every Cauchy filter @ in 
X such that for all x E X, @ vi is not Cauchy in X, let Z, be the equivalence class 
of S. Let Z be the set of all such equivalence classes and let Y = X U Z. We make 
Y a merotopic space by defining a stack .AZ of subsets of Y to be micromeric in Y 
iff either $v,tcu$ for some Cauchy filter .P in X and some XE X with g-+x in X 
or Yi?/ i,C.xZ for some Cauchy filter S in X such that for all XE X, tiV_t is not 
Cauchy in X. Then Y is a space in Conv, and X is a subspace of Y. 
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The space Y constructed out of X in Proposition 32 above corresponds with 
Wyler’s completion of 7’, Cauchy spaces [61]. It is also equivalent to the simple 
completion [4] in the separated case (it even works for separated merotopic spaces 
which are not nearness spaces). Thus, we shall refer to the inclusion X+ Y, Y con- 
structed as in Proposition 32 above, as the simple completion of X. 
Proposition 33. Sub PretopR = Sep fl Chy. 
Proof. PretopRC Chy and by Proposition 29, Pretop, CSep. Sep and Chy are 
hereditary in Mer, so Sub PretopR C Sep II Chy. If X is a separated Cauchy space, 
then the simple completion X-t Y yields a ConvR space. Also, the simple comple- 
tion Y of a separated space X is again separated. So Y is a space in Conv, fl Sep 
and therefore by Proposition 29 it is in Pretop,. Hence X is in Sub PretopR. 
Proposition 34. Sub TopR = Near fl Sep fl Chy. 
Proof. By Proposition 33 above and the fact that Top,cPretop,, we have 
Sub Top, c Sep rl Chy. But Top, c Top, c Near and Near is hereditary in Mer so 
Sub TopRC Near also, Starting with a separated Cauchy nearness space X, we 
form again the simple completion Y. It is shown in [4] that Y is a nearness space. 
As in Proposition 33, Y is in Pretop,. Then by Corollary 15(2), Y is in TopR. 
Therefore X is in Sub Top,. 
The above result should be compared with the fact proved in [l] that 
Sub Top, = Near fl Fil. 
Proposition 35. Sub Haus = Tl fl Near fl Sep fl Chy. 
Proof. All the categories on the right-hand side of the equality are hereditary in 
Mer, which gives one inclusion. For the other inclusion, observe that the simple 
completion X+ Y of a separated Cauchy Tl nearness space X yields a space Y 
which is T, and in Top,. Hence, by Proposition 16, Y is Hausdorff. 
5. Examples 
(1) The reflector v/: ConvS+ Pretops does not preserve the property of being 
reciprocal. 
On [0, 11, choose a free ultrafilter a0 finer than the usual neighborhood filter of 
0 and define a stack d to be micromeric iff either 
(a) kcd for some XE (0, l), or 
(b) 4&v i cd, or 
(c) Vi”=, %ZiC.& for some sequence %i,..., Qn of ultrafilters, different from 
Q.!e, but each finer than the usual neighborhood filter of 0. 
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If X is the merotopic space thus defined, then X belongs to ConvR, but y/X is 
not reciprocal. 
(2) The reflector 0 : Conv, + Cow, does not preserve the property of being pre- 
topological. 
Let S be the neighborhood filter of 0 in the usual topology of R. Let X= 
R U {Q 1 42 is a free ultrafilter on R and 9-c a} and make X a topological space 
(in fact, a T, space) by defining the neighborhood filter of 0 to be stack, 9, the 
neighborhood filter of XE R, x#O, to be x’, and the neighborhood filter of any 
%Y E X- R to be %‘/ V & where G$ obviously means {BcX 1 42 E B} . For any finite 
sequence Q,, . . . , “21, of free ultrafilters on R finer than g, the filter 
SV itii 
( > i=l 
converges (to 0) in ax, but 
S-VV{tiIQEX-rn} 
does not converge in OX. It follows that aX is not pretopological. 
(3) The reflector N: Mer -+ Near does not preserve the property of being reci- 
procal. 
On the real line R, let Q be the rationals and 0 the irrationals. Let X= [0, l] and 
make X into a reciprocal pretopological space as follows: a stack JSZ is micromeric 
on X iff either 
(a) {Q3nlOoEintV}C&, or 
(b) {(Onk)U{l} lO~intI/}C&, or 
(c) {I/Ix~int1/}C&for somexE(O,l). 
Here, int I/ denotes the interior with respect to the usual topology of [0, 11. Then 
NX is not a reciprocal space. 
(4) There is a Cauchy nearness space which is not separated. 
Let X= M and make X a nearness pace by defining a stack .A? to be micromeric 
on X iff either 
(a) .~4 contains a set of cardinality at most one, or 
(b) Vi”=, %iCA where “211, . . .. %Yn is a finite sequence of free ultrafilters on h\l. 
Then X is a Cauchy space and, since cl, A =A for all A CX, X is a nearness 
space. But X is not separated since in the equivalence class of any free ultrafilter 
there is no minimal Cauchy filter. 
(5) Proposition 2.1 of [4], a result about Near, cannot be generalized to Mer. 
Let X= Ir\l and make X a merotopic space by defining a stack don X to be micro- 
merit iff either 
(a) xi-c.& for some XEX with x+0, or 
(b) Vi”=, kick for some finite sequence %r, . . . , an of filters such that each pi 
is either 6 or is a free ultrafilter on tK. 
Then X is a convergence space in which convergent filters have unique limits, but 
X is not separated. The underlying closure space of X is topological. In fact, it is 
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the ‘Fort space’ on N with particular point 0 [58, Example 231. The topology of X 
is Hausdorff and every micromeric collection in X converges in the topology of X. 
(6) There is a Tl topological space which is not separated, hence is not a Cauchy 
space. 
Let X be infinite, let %!, W, and W be distinct free ultrafilters on X, and let 
x, y E X. Make X a merotopic space by defining a stack ~2 on X to be micromeric 
iff either 
(a) iC.& for some z~X with x#z#y, or 
(b) %V WV&&, or 
(c) %!v 9WycAz. 
Then X is a Tl topological space which is not separated. 
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